
World War II/The Holocaust/Genocide (Lewis/Grade 9):
Fiction and Non-Fiction in the NHS Library
*ebook and/or +audio in Norwell Town Schools Digital Library

FICTION TITLES:

Benaron, Naomi. Running the Rift - Rwandan runner Jean Patrick Nkuba dreams of winning an
Olympic gold medal and uniting his ethnically divided country, only to be driven from everyone he loves when
the violence starts, after which he must find a way back to a better life.

Benioff, David. City of Thieves - Seventeen-year-old Lev Beniov, having been arrested for looting the
corpse of a German paratrooper, is given the opportunity to be released from jail if he, along with a soldier
imprisoned for desertion, can secure twelve eggs to be used in the colonel's daughter's wedding cake by
traversing the dangerous streets of Leningrad.

Boyne, John. The Boy at the Top of the Mountain - A young orphan ends up living in Hitler's home
during WWII.

“ The Boy in the Striped Pajamas - Bored and lonely after his family moves from Berlin to a place
called "Out-With" in 1942, Bruno, the son of a Nazi officer, befriends a boy in striped pajamas who lives behind
a wire fence. * +

Cameron, Sharon. The Light in Hidden Places - Sixteen-year-old Catholic Stefania Podgórska has
worked in the Diamant family's grocery store for four years, even falling in love with one of their sons, Izio; but
when the Nazis came to Przemyśl, Poland, the Jewish Diamants are forced into the ghetto (and worse) but
Izio's brother Max manages to escape, and Stefania embarks on a dangerous course--protecting thirteen Jews
in her attic, caring for her younger sister, Helena, and keeping everything secret from the two Nazi officers who
are living in her house. (Book Challenge title)

Combres, Elisabeth. Broken Memory: a Novel of Rwanda - After hearing her mother being
murdered, a young girl must find the strength to survive on her own amidst the massacres of the 1994
genocide in Rwanda.

Dogar, Sharon. Annexed:  a Novel - Retells the story of Anne Frank from the perspective of Peter,
who overcomes an initial loathing for the precocious young diarist before falling in love with her and
questioning his faith in light of frightening persecutions.

Gratz, Alan. Allies - It is June 6, 1944, D-Day, and Dee Carpenter (true name Dietrich Zimmermann),
an underage private in the United States Army, is headed for Omaha Beach, seeking revenge for his
uncle, who was arrested by Nazis when Dee was a little boy; meanwhile, Samira Zidano, an eleven-year
old French-Algerian girl is looking for the French resistance, desperate to deliver the message that the
invasion is about to begin, and get their help in freeing her mother--this is the most important day of the
twentieth century, and both children want to fight, and survive. +

“     Grenade - On April 1, 1945 with the battle of Okinawa beginning, fourteen-year-old native Okinawan
Hideki, drafted into the Blood and Iron Student Corps, is handed two grenades and told to go kill American
soldiers; small for his age Hideki does not really want to kill anyone, he just wants to find his family, and his
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struggle across the island will finally bring him face-to-face with Ray, a marine in his very first battle--and the
choice he makes then will change his life forever. +

“     Projekt 1065 - It is 1943, and thirteen-year-old Michael O'Shaunessey, son of the Irish ambassador to
Nazi Germany in Berlin, is also a spy for the British Secret Service, so he has joined the Hitler Youth, and
pretending that he agrees with their violence and book-burning is hard enough--but when he is asked to find
out more about "Projekt 1065" both his and his parents' lives get a lot more dangerous. +

“     Prisoner B-3087 - Based on the life of Jack Gruener, this book relates his story of survival from
the Nazi occupation of Krakow, when he was eleven, through a succession of concentration camps, to the
final liberation of Dachau. * +

“ Refugee - Although separated by continents and decades, Josef, a Jewish boy livng in 1930s Nazi
Germany; Isabel, a Cuban girl trying to escape the riots and unrest plaguing her country in 1994; and
Mahmoud, a Syrian boy in 2015 whose homeland is torn apart by violence and destruction, embark on
harrowing journeys in search of refuge, discovering shocking connections that tie their stories together. +

Graudin, Ryan. Wolf By Wolf - The first book in a duology about an alternate version of 1956 where
the Axis powers won WWII, and hold an annual motorcycle race across their conjoined continents to
commemorate their victory.

Hesse, Monica. Girl in the Blue Coat - In 1943 Nazi-occupied Amsterdam, teenage Hanneke--a
'finder' of black market goods--is tasked with finding a Jewish girl a customer had been hiding, who has
seemingly vanished into thin air, and is pulled into a web of resistance activities and secrets as she
attempts to solve the mystery and save the missing girl. *

“ The War Outside - Teens Haruko, a Japanese American, and Margot, a German American, form
a life-changing friendship as everything around them starts falling apart in the Crystal City family
internment camp during World War II.

“ They Went Left - Zofia, a teenage Holocaust survivor, travels across post-war Europe as she
searches for her younger brother and seeks to rebuild her shattered life. (Book Challenge Title) *

Kelly, Martha Hall. Lilac Girls - New York socialite Caroline Ferriday has her hands full with her post
at the French consulate and a new love on the horizon. But Caroline's world is forever changed when
Hitler's army invades Poland in September 1939--and then sets its sights on France.

Keneally, Thomas. Schindler’s List - The true story of a man who took incredible risks and spent his
considerable fortune to build a factory camp to protect Jews in World War II Germany.

LeCoat, Jenny. Girl From the Channel Islands: Based on an Incredible True Story of
Courage and Hope in WWII - After fleeing Vienna, Hedy Bercu, a Jewish woman living on the island of
Jersey, is forced to hide in plain sight during the German occupation and to survive must depend on her own
courage, her community, and a German soldier she befriends.

Morris, Heather. The Tattooist of Auschwitz - Based on the true story of Lale and Gita Sokolov,
two Slovakian Jews, who survived Auschwitz and eventually made their home in Australia. In that terrible
place, Lale was given the job of tattooing the prisoners marked for survival, literally scratching numbers



into his fellow victims' arms in indelible ink to create what would become one of the most potent symbols
of the Holocaust. Lale used the infinitesimal freedom of movement that this position awarded him to
exchange jewels and money taken from murdered Jews for food. * +

“ Cilka’s Journey - Cilka is just sixteen years old when she is taken to Auschwitz-Birkenau
Concentration Camp, where the commandant immediately notices how beautiful she is. Forcibly
separated from the other women prisoners, Cilka quickly learns that power, even unwillingly taken, equals
survival. When the war is over and the camp is liberated, freedom is not granted to Cilka. She is charged
as a collaborator for sleeping with the enemy and sent to a Siberian prison camp. In Siberia, Cilka faces
challenges both new and horribly familiar, including the unwanted attention of the guards. But when she
meets a kind female doctor, Cilka is taken under her wing and begins to tend to the ill in the camp,
struggling to care for them under brutal conditions.

“ Three SIsters - A story of family, courage, and resilience, inspired by a true story. Against all odds,
three Slovakian sisters have survived years of imprisonment in the most notorious death camp in Nazi
Germany: Auschwitz. Livia, Magda, and Cibi have clung together, nearly died from starvation and overwork,
and the brutal whims of the guards in this place of horror. But now, the allies are closing in and the sisters have
one last hurdle to face: the death march from Auschwitz, as the Nazis try to erase any evidence of the
prisoners held there. Due to a last minute stroke of luck, the three of them are able to escape formation and
hide in the woods for days before being rescued. And this is where the story begins. From there, the three
sisters travel to Israel, to their new home, but the battle for freedom takes on new forms. Livia, Magda, and Cibi
must face the ghosts of their past--and some secrets that they have kept from each other--to find true peace
and happiness. Inspired by a true story, and with events that overlap with those of Lale, Gita, and Cilka, The
Three Sisters will hold a place in readers' hearts and minds as they experience what true courage really is.

Pearce, A. J. Dear Mrs. Bird - London, 1940. Emmeline Lake is doing her bit for the war effort,
volunteering as a telephone operator with the Auxiliary Fire Services. When Emmy sees an advertisement
for a job at the London Evening Chronicle, her dreams of becoming a Lady War Correspondent suddenly
seem achievable. But the job turns out to be working as a typist for the fierce and renowned advice
columnist, Henrietta Bird. Emmy is disappointed, but gamely bucks up and buckles down. Mrs. Bird is
very clear: letters containing any Unpleasantness must go straight in the bin. But when Emmy reads
poignant notes from women who may have Gone Too Far with the wrong men, or who can't bear to let
their children be evacuated, she is unable to resist responding. As the German planes make their nightly
raids, and London picks up the smoldering pieces each morning, Emmy secretly begins to write back to
the readers who have poured out their trouble

Quinn, Kate. The Rose Code - 1940. As England prepares to fight the Nazis, three very different women
answer the call to Bletchley Park, where the best minds in Britain train to break German military codes. Osla
puts her fluent German to use as a translator of decoded enemy secrets. Mab works the legendary code
breaking machines and looks for a socially advantageous husband. Beth's shyness conceals a brilliant facility
with puzzles, and she becomes one of the Park's few female cryptanalysts. 1947. As the royal wedding of
Princess Elizabeth and Prince Philip whips post-war Britain into a fever, the three women are reunited by a
mysterious encrypted letter-- the key to which lies buried in the long-ago betrayal that destroyed their friendship
and left one of them confined to an asylum (Book Challenge Title)

“ The Alice Network - 1947. Charlie St. Clair is pregnant, unmarried, and on the verge of being thrown
out of her proper American family. Banished to Europe, Charlie heads to London, determined to find out what
happened to her cousin Rose, who disappeared in France during the war. 1915. Eve Gardiner gets her chance
to fight against the Germans when she's recruited as a spy in France. She's trained by Lili, code name Alice,



who manages a network of secret agents. Thirty years later she is haunted by the betrayal that tore apart the
Alice Network. When a young American barges into her life uttering a name Eve hasn't geard in decades, they
are launched on a mission to find the truth.

Rimmer, Kelly. The Warsaw Orphan - Set during World War II in Poland, a novel based on real-life
heroes follows Elzbieta Rabinek over the course of the war, her involvement with the Resistance, and her love
for a young man imprisoned in the Jewish ghetto whose passion leads him to fight in the Warsaw Uprising.

Rosnay, Tatiana De. Sarah’s Key - On the anniversary of the roundup of Jews by the French police
in Paris, Julia is asked to write an article on this dark episode and embarks on an investigation that leads
her to long-hidden family secrets and to the ordeal of Sarah. * +

Sepetys, Ruta. Between Shades of Gray - In 1941, Lina and her family are pulled from their
Lithuanian home by Soviet guards and sent to Siberia, where her father is sentenced to death in a prison
camp while she fights for her life, vowing to honor her family and the thousands like hers.

“ Salt to the Sea - As World War II draws to a close, refugees try to escape the war's final dangers,
only to find themselves aboard a ship with a target on its hull. +

“ Ashes in the Snow - In 1941, fifteen-year-old Lina, her mother, and brother are pulled from their
Lithuanian home by Soviet guards and sent to Siberia, where her father is sentenced to death in a prison
camp while she fights for her life, vowing to honor her family and the thousands like hers by burying her
story in a jar on Lithuanian soil. Based on the author's family, includes a historical note.

Shaffer, Mary Ann & Annie Barrows. The Guernsey Literary and Potato Peel Pie Society - In
1946, writer Juliet Ashton finds inspiration for her next book in her correspondence with a native of
Guernsey, who tells her about the Guernsey Literary and Potato Peel Pie Society, a book club born as an
alibi during German occupation. +

Sharenow, Robert. The Berlin Boxing Club - In 1936 Berlin, fourteen-year-old Karl Stern, who is
considered Jewish despite a non-religious upbringing, learns to box from the legendary Max Schmeling
while struggling with the realities of the Holocaust. *

Sullivan, Mark. Beneath a Scarlet Sky - In 1940s Italy, teenager Pino Lella joins an underground
railroad helping Jews escape over the Alps and falls for a beautiful widow, he also becomes the personal
driver of one of the Third Reich's most powerful commanders.

Van Alkemade, Kim. Orphan #8 - In 1919, four-year-old Rachel Rabinowitz is placed in the Hebrew
Infant Home where Dr. Mildred Solomon is conducting medical research on the children. Dr. Solomon
subjects Rachel to an experimental course of X-ray treatments that establish the doctor's reputation while
risking the little girl's health. Now it's 1954, and Rachel is a nurse in the hospice wing of the Old Hebrews
Home when elderly Dr. Solomon becomes her patient. Realizing the power she holds over the helpless
doctor, Rachel embarks on a dangerous experiment of her own design. Before the night shift ends,
Rachel will be forced to choose between forgiveness and revenge.



Wein, Elizabeth. Code Name Verity - In 1943, a British fighter plane crashes in Nazi-occupied
France and the survivor tells a tale of friendship, war, espionage, and great courage as she relates what
she must to survive while keeping secret all that she can.

“ Rose Under Fire - When young American pilot Rose Justice is captured by Nazis and sent to
Ravensbrück, the notorious women's concentration camp, she finds hope in the impossible through the
loyalty, bravery, and friendship of her fellow prisoners.

“ Black Dove, White Raven - Having moved to Ethiopia to avoid the prejudices of 1930s America,
Emilia Menotti, her black adoptive brother Teo, and their mother Rhoda, a stunt pilot, are devoted to their new
country even after war with Italy looms, drawing the teens into the conflict.

“     The Enigma Game - Told in multiple voices, fifteen-year-old Jamaican Louisa Adair uncovers an
Enigma machine in the small Scottish village where she cares for an elderly German woman, and helps solve a
puzzle that could turn the tide of World War II. (Book Challenge Title) *

Walsh, S. Kirk. The Elephant of Belfast - Chronicles a seven-month period of time when the Germans
unexpectedly bombed Belfast, Northern Ireland, also known as the Belfast Blitz. Through the lens of the
Bellevue Zoo and one of its zookeepers, twenty-year-old Hettie Quin, the novel animates how the war
irrevocably impacted and shaped the lives of Belfast's citizens in broad and intimate ways. In October 1940,
Hettie meets Violet, a three-year-old Asian elephant arriving at the Belfast docks from Ceylon. Soon, she
becomes Violet's dedicated zookeeper at the Bellevue Zoo. At the same time, Hettie continues to experience
the grief related to the recent loss of her beloved older sister, Anna, and the abandonment of her father,
Thomas, who left her mother, Rose. On April 15th, 1941, Belfast is attacked for five hours, with 674 bombs
falling, and almost a thousand civilians being killed. During the bombings and its aftermath, Hettie does all that
she can to save her elephant, and survive the destruction and escalating sectarian unrest of the city. Even
though Hettie is still only twenty years old by the novel's end, she's aged at least a decade, her life and
perspective transforms in tragic and unexpected ways..

NON-FICTION TITLES:

Ahmed,, Badeeah Hassan. A Cave in the Clouds:  A Young Woman’s Escape from Isis -
Badeeah Hassan, a Yazidi woman from Iraq, relates her story of captivity and escape from ISIS.

Atwood, Kathryn J. Women Heroes of World War II: 26 Stories of Espionage, Sabotage,
Resistance, and Rescue - These twenty-six suspense-filled stories unfold from across Germany,
Poland, Great Britain, the United States, and more, providing an inspiring reminder of women and girls'
refusal to sit on the sidelines around the world and throughout history.

Boom, Corrie Ten. The Hiding Place - A thirty-fifth anniversary edition of the biography of Corrie Ten
Boom, a leader of the Dutch underground who hid scores of Jews from the Nazi's during World War II.

Borden, Louise. His Name was Raoul Wallenbrg:  Courage Rescue, and Mystery During
World War II - Documents the inspirational, lesser-known work of a World War II humanitarian who helped
save thousands of Jewish citizens in Budapest from Holocaust persecution, describing how he issued
protective passports and offered shelter to Jewish refugees in Swedish-territory housing before disappearing in
1945.



Duany, Ger. Walk Toward the Rising Sun:  From Child Soldier to Ambassador of Peace -
Actor, model, and activist Duany's tale of going from being a Sudanese child soldier to becoming an activist for
Sudan.

Farrell, Mary Cronk. Pure Grit:  How American World War II Nurses Survived Battle and
Prison Camp in the Pacific - Chronicles the experiences of American nurses who served in the
Philippines during World War II.

Gaddy, K. R. Flowers in the Gutter:  TheTrue Story of the Edelweiss Pirates, Teenagers
Who Resisted the Nazis - The Edelweiss Pirates were a loosely organized group of working-class young
people in the Rhine Valley of Germany. They faced off with Nazis during the Third Reich and suffered
consequences for their resistance during and after World War II.

Hoose, Phillip. The Boys Who Challenged Hitler: Knud Pedersen and the Churchill Club -
At the outset of World War II, Denmark did not resist German occupation. Deeply ashamed of his nation's
leaders, fifteen-year-old Knud Pedersen resolved with his brother and a handful of schoolmates to take action
against the Nazis if the adults would not. Naming their secret club after the fiery British leader, the young
patriots in the Churchill Club committed countless acts of sabotage, infuriating the Germans, who eventually
had the boys tracked down and arrested. But their efforts were not in vain: the boys' exploits and eventual
imprisonment helped spark a full-blown Danish resistance. Interweaving his own narrative with the recollections
of Knud himself, here is Phil Hoose's inspiring story of these young war heroes. +

Jackson, Jeffrey H. Paper Bullets:  Two Artists Who Risked Their Lives to Defy the Nazis -
The true story of an audacious resistance campaign undertaken by an unlikely pair: two French women -- Lucy
Schwob and Suzanne Malherbe -- who drew on their skills as Parisian avant-garde artists to write and distribute
wicked insults against Hitler and calls to desert, a PSYOPs tactic known as "paper bullets," designed to
demoralize Nazi troops occupying their adopted home of Jersey in the British Channel Islands.

Korobkin, Frieda Stolzberg. Throw Your Feet Over Your Shoulders: Beyond the
Kindertransport - Frieda Korobkin recounts her experiences after she leaves her rabbinic family in Vienna
at the age of six on a Kindertransport to England in order to escape Nazi persecution.

Purnell, Sonia. A Woman of No Importance:  The Untold Story of the American Spy Who
Helped Win World War II - The never-before-told story of one woman's heroism that changed the course
of the Second World War. In 1942, the Gestapo sent out an urgent transmission: 'She is the most dangerous of
all Allied spies. We must find and destroy her.' This spy was Virginia Hall, a young American woman--rejected
from the foreign service because of her gender and her prosthetic leg--who talked her way into the spy
organization dubbed Churchill's 'ministry of ungentlemanly warfare,' and, before the United States had even
entered the war, became the first woman to deploy to occupied France . . . At a time when sending female
secret agents into enemy territory was still strictly forbidden, Virginia Hall came to be known as the 'Madonna of
the Resistance,' coordinating a network of spies to blow up bridges, report on German troop movements,
arrange equipment drops for Resistance agents, and recruit and train guerilla fighters.

Rose, Sarah. D-Day Girls: The Spies Who Armed the Resistance, Sabotaged the Nazis,
and Helped Win World War II - The dramatic, inspiring story of the extraordinary women recruited by
Britain's elite spy agency to sabotage the Nazis, shore up the Resistance, and pave the way for Allied victory in
World War II.



Sabic-El-Rayess, Amra. The Cat I Never Named:  A True Story of Love, War, and Survival -
In Bihac, Bosnia, in 1992, sixteen-year-old Amra and her family face starvation and the threat of brutal ethnic
violence as Serbs and Bosnians clash, while a stray cat, Maci, provides solace.

Wamariya, Clemantine and Elizabeth Weil. The Girl Who Smiled Beads: a Story of War and
What Comes After - Clemantine Wamariya was six years old when her mother and father began to speak
in whispers, when neighbors began to disappear, and when she heard the loud, ugly sounds her brother said
were thunder. It was 1994, and in 100 days more than 800,000 people would be murdered in Rwanda and
millions more displaced. Clemantine and her fifteen-year-old sister, Claire, ran and spent the next six years
wandering through seven African countries searching for safety. They did not know whether their parents were
alive. At age twelve, Clemantine and Claire were granted asylum in the United States. . . . This book captures
the . . . costs and aftershocks of war: what is forever lost, what can be repaired, the fragility and importance of
memory. A . . . story of dislocation [and] survival.

Wein, Elizabeth. A Thousand Sisters:  The Heroic Airwomen of the Soviet Union in World
War II - In the early years of World War II, Josef Stalin issued an order that made the Soviet Union the first
country in the world to allow female pilots to fly in combat. Led by Marina Raskova, these three regiments,
including the 588th Night Bomber Regiment, nicknamed the "night witches," faced intense pressure and
obstacles both in the sky and on the ground. Some of these young women perished in flames. Many of them
were in their teens when they went to war. This is the story of Raskova's three regiments, women who enlisted
and were deployed on the front lines of battle as navigators, pilots, and mechanics. It is the story of a thousand
young women who wanted to take flight to defend their country, and the woman who brought them together in
the sky.

Weiss, Helga. Helga’s Diary: A Young Girl’s Account of Life in a Concentration Camp - A
young girl's first-hand account of life in the Terezin concentration camp during World War II.
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